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￭ Babya Express-features a streamlined user interface and a combined feature set from the Babya Express and Babya Suite
products ￭ Babya Notes-an indispensable tool for organizing your notes with rich text, digital ink, and a spreadsheet view. ￭ Babya
Clip-a rebranded version of the Clip Menu tool from the Babya Suite. ￭ Babya Picture Edit-a rebranded Babya Photo Workshop
Express with basic drawing tools that now only saves images as.BMP files. ￭ Babya Photo Works-a rebranded Babya Photo
Workshop Express with advanced drawing and editing tools. ￭ Babya Works-a rebranded version of Babya Works that includes
tools to import, annotate, and share photos with friends and colleagues on Facebook and Twitter. ￭ Babya Clip-displays the contents
of Window's clipboard. ￭ Babya Notebook-a rebranded version of the Babya Notebook tool from the Babya Suite. ￭ Babya Picture
Clip-a rebranded version of the Babya Picture Clip tool from the Babya Suite. ￭ Babya Works Express-a rebranded Babya Works
Express with advanced editing tools and a desktop publishing-style interface. ￭ Babya Expo-a rebranded Babya Expo which
includes tools for image effects, web sharing, and viewing images on the Web. ￭ Babya Studio-a rebranded version of the Babya
Studio that features tools to create personal Web sites and social networking pages. ￭ Babya Studio web-a rebranded version of the
Babya Studio that features tools to create personal Web sites and social networking pages. ￭ Babya Express -a rebranded version of
the Babya Express that includes a simplified interface and some additional features. ￭ Babya PhotoWorks-a rebranded version of
Babya PhotoWorks that includes advanced tools to edit photos and create collages, stickers, photo albums, and greeting cards. ￭
Babya Expo-a rebranded version of Babya Expo that includes tools to make your photos look more professional and convert them
to JPEG, GIF, or PNG format. ￭ Babya Studio-a rebranded version of Babya Studio that includes tools to create personal Web sites
and social networking pages. ￭ Babya Studio web-a rebranded version of the Babya Studio that features
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Windows Vista is the most advanced operating system ever created and the Babya bSuite was designed to be compatible with the
new OS features. With the new features, the Babya bSuite now has more features than ever before: ￭ Organization - 14 different
organizational views that help you see your information more easily, and faster. ￭ App Center - 5 ways to find apps easily, right
from the start screen. ￭ Application Center - allows you to search and install applications from Windows Marketplace. ￭ Virtual
Desktop - makes the Start Menu a real desktop, with easy access to apps and programs. ￭ Windows Action Center - shows you the
most important updates and offers. ￭ Windows To Go - take all your documents and work to another computer. ￭ Power Saver allows you to reduce your computer's power usage and extend the battery life. ￭ Language Packs - allows you to select a different
language or country. ￭ Improved look and feel- new icons, improved look and feel, Windows XP style and much more. ￭ New Addons - now you can add Web Apps, Web Clips, Software Center, and more. ￭ Improved compatibility- now Windows Vista
compatible ￭ Improved stability- adds more stability improvements and makes the program more stable. ￭ Windows Firewall protects your computer from spam and viruses by limiting the programs that can connect to your computer. ￭ Windows Explorer gives you easy access to your computer files, documents, and folders. ￭ Windows Media Center - automatically plays DVDs and
offers a complete DVD viewing experience. ￭ Windows Search - search for programs, files, and people. ￭ Windows Sidebar integrates your Internet Explorer, Windows Live Mail, MSN Messenger, MSN Explorer, Microsoft Office, and Windows Media
Player to the Windows desktop. ￭ Windows Photo Viewer - View, sort, and manage all the pictures on your computer. ￭ Windows
Resource Kit - Windows Information and communication technology (ICT) Kit for running applications on Windows Vista. ￭
Window Security - protects your computer by checking programs before they run. ￭ Windows Sidebar - integrates your Internet
Explorer, Windows Live Mail, MSN Messenger, MSN Explorer, Microsoft Office, and Windows Media Player to the Windows
desktop. ￭ Windows Sidebar -

What's New in the Babya BSuite To Go?
Babya bSuite to Go is a portable office suite. Babya bSuite to Go is based on the award-winning Babya bSuite. Babya bSuite To Go
is the first Babya software that is Windows Vista exclusive. Here are some key features of "Babya bSuite to Go": ￭ Babya E-Type
Express ￭ Babya Notes ￭ Babya Clip-displays the contents of Window's clipboard ￭ Babya Picture Edit-a rebranded Babya Photo
Workshop Express with basic drawing tools that now only saves images as.BMP files. Windows 8 - Free Download Full Version
Software Babya Notes - babya Babya bSuite To Go Description: Babya bSuite to Go is a portable office suite. Babya bSuite to Go
is based on the award-winning Babya bSuite. Babya bSuite To Go is the first Babya software that is Windows Vista exclusive. Here
are some key features of "Babya bSuite to Go": ￭ Babya E-Type Express ￭ Babya Notes ￭ Babya Clip-displays the contents of
Window's clipboard ￭ Babya Picture Edit-a rebranded Babya Photo Workshop Express with basic drawing tools that now only
saves images as.BMP files. Babya E-Type Express - babya Babya bSuite To Go Description: Babya bSuite to Go is a portable office
suite. Babya bSuite to Go is based on the award-winning Babya bSuite. Babya bSuite To Go is the first Babya software that is
Windows Vista exclusive. Here are some key features of "Babya bSuite to Go": ￭ Babya E-Type Express ￭ Babya Notes ￭ Babya
Clip-displays the contents of Window's clipboard ￭ Babya Picture Edit-a rebranded Babya Photo Workshop Express with basic
drawing tools that now only saves images as.BMP files. Babya Notes - babya Babya bSuite To Go Description: Babya bSuite to Go
is a portable office suite. Babya bSuite to Go is based on the award-winning Babya bSuite. Babya bSuite To Go is the first Babya
software that is Windows Vista exclusive. Here are some key features of "Babya bSuite to Go": ￭ Babya E-Type Express ￭ Babya
Notes ￭ Baby
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i5 or later Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: AMD
Radeon R5 230 or Nvidia GeForce 1060 DirectX: Version 11 or greater Hard Drive: 300 MB available space Sound Card: DirectX
compatible sound card Additional Notes: NVIDIA graphics cards using the NVIDIA Driver for the best performance. We
recommend the latest version of Windows 10. Keyboard and mouse are required for game play.
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